Abstract.
In [2], R. Godement proves that if a continuous irreducible unitary representation of a locally compact unimodular group G has one nontrivial square integrable matrix entry, then all its matrix entries are square integrable. His proof uses the theory of functions of positive type. (See [1] .)
In this paper, a simple proof of this result is presented, using only elementary functional analysis and Schur's Lemma.
Theorem 1 (Godement) . Let G be a locally compact, unimodular group, and let p be a continuous, irreducible, unitary representation of G on a complex Hilbert space %. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) There exist nonzero vectors <p, \p G %such that jG\(p(h)<p,\p) \2 dh is finite.
(h) For all <p,^G%Jc\ (p(h)<p, $) \2 dh is finite.
(c) The representation p is equivalent to a subrepresentation of the regular representation of G (on L2(G)).
Theorem 2. If any (hence all) of the conditions in Theorem 1 hold, then there exists a constant X such that for all <px,<p2,\px,>p2 G%, I (p(fl)v>x,4>x)(p(h)q>2,i2) dh = X((p1,<jp2)(^1,^2). We may therefore define a new inner product ( , ) on ^ by
We immediately note the following properties of the new inner product:
(2) (<p,<p)»(<p,<p),
•'c Let DC, be the completion of ^D with respect to the inner product ( , ). By (3), p(k) extends uniquely to a unitary operator px(k) on p] for each k G G.
Let T be the identity map from 6D considered as a subset of DC, to ÜD considered as a subset of DC. From (2), we see T has norm at most 1. Thus T extends uniquely to a bounded linear operator (which we still denote by T) from DC, to DC, | T\< 1. For k G G, the bounded operators Tpf(k) and p(k)T agree on the dense set ÙD Ç DC,, and are thus equal. The adjoint T* of T is a contraction from DC to DC,. For k G G, we have
Considering next the bounded operator TT* from DC to itself, for all k in G we have
By Schur's Lemma, TT* is some multiple M of the identity. The range of T includes ^ and is therefore dense in DC, so T* is injective. Thus M # 0, for if 7T> is zero, then || r*<p || = (7T*<p, <p) = 0, so <p = 0.
Furthermore, Tis also injective. For assume <p E DC,, 7qp = 0. Then there exists a sequence {<p"} in ^ converging in DC, to <p. It follows that {%} = {T<pn} converges in DC to T<p = 0, and that the functions (p(h)<pn, \p0) = (<p", p(A"')^0) form a Cauchy sequence in L2(G). By passing to a subsequence, we may assume (<p", p(A~')t//0) converges almost everywhere in G to its L2 limit. But (cp", p(A"')^0) converges uniformly to zero. Thus (<pn, p(h~])\p0) converges in L2(G) to zero, and {<pn} converges to DC, to 0.
For <p E 6D Ç DC, we have TT*<p -M<p -T(M<p) and hence, because T is injective, we have T*<p = M<p. Now for <p E fy G DC,, we have T*T<p = T*<p -Mcp; by continuity, this holds for all <p E DC,. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume (p(h)yn, \p0) = (<p", p(A~')t//0) converges almost everywhere to its L2 limit. But (<pn, p(h~])\p0) converges uniformly to (<p, p(h~l)\b0). We have now established (4) for all <p E DC.
We have so far proved that if 0 ^ <p0, \p0 G% and fG | (p(h)<p0, \p0) |2 dh is finite, Taking m, = <p2 = e = a unit vector in (5) and (6), we find M^ . = Me e(\p2, 4>x).
(7) /(p(A)<p,,t//,)(p(A)(p2,^2) JA = Ml/,i^(<p,,<p2) = M(>i,(^2,^,)((p|,(p2)
•'G
